


IACOMELLI is the gesture of those who every 
day create a new product through the process 
of welding and polishing transforming them 
into an expression of beauty and functionality.
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Our Vision
“We believe that our first responsibility is to the customer 
who uses our products.

It is the daily attention of our team that makes our stainless 
steel and aluminium components functional, elegant, 
capable of satisfying specific client requirements. 

Our ability of maintaining all aspects of production in Italy 
enables us to meticulously control the entire development 
process.”
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Idea
It all begins from an idea and we can transform your ideas into reality.

Production
The manufacturing process follows phases of work in the hands of technicians, welders, and skilled 
workers:

cutting - bending - welding - grinding - polishing - finishing – assembling.

IACOMELLI’s highly specialized staff in metal welding and polishing is recognized with WPS and PQR 
certifications by Lloyd’s Register.



Design
The design process is assigned to the expertise of engineers 
within the company who use sophisticated software.

The production process is divided into 3 main phases:

- Understanding the customer’s needs 

- Product study and engineering 
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Shipbuilding
Since 1975 IACOMELLI has been a partner to naval shipyards both in Italy and abroad, with the manufacturing of hatches, doors, vents, components, and 
accessories for yachts.

Exquisite metal carpentry for the shipbuilding industry is the result of the expertise of engineers, technicians, and welders.

The transformation of stainless steel and aluminium sheets into products are the hallmarks of our work.

MORE INFO ONLINE
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Hatches, Doors & Vents
The IACOMELLI nautical hatches, doors and vents are available in different types and dimensions or tailored to THE customer’s needs.

Whether curved or flat, vertical, or flush, with teak-ready vents, the naval hatches and doors are made state of the art thanks to continuous research, study of 
materials and careful supervision at all stages of manufacturing process, from “design-to-production-to-quality control”. 

All IACOMELLI steel engineering hatches and doors can be manual, hydraulic or electric.

Vents are the result of an optimal processing of steel by our skilled welders.

MORE INFO ONLINE
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Accessories
Thanks to the attention paid to the smallest detail in how accessories are manufactured, the final product is a combination of functionality and aesthetics.

MORE INFO ONLINE
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Full glass door
The Iacomelli Technical Team has developed a new glass electric pantograph door for yachts.

MORE INFO ONLINE



Made entirely of laminated glass on an electric pantograph 
aluminum frame.

Preparation of opening and closing control with “man 
present” buttons positioned both inside and outside.

The port can be equipped with remote controls such as: 
Bluetooth, facial recognition, digital recognition.

Preparation of opening and closing control with “man 
present” buttons positioned both inside and outside.
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Refit & Yacht repair
We bring our know-how of metal carpentry on board, to transform, improve and modernize any yacht.

MORE INFO ONLINE
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Pharmaceutical
Metal carpentry for the pharmaceutical industry is an activity that requires highly skilled work.

Stainless steel processing is the first step in obtaining products suitable for the pharmaceutical industry, given the high standards needed for the final product.

All our production is based on the design of the customer, for this reason all our products are customized and personalized. 

From cutting to bending, from welding to polishing, and finishing with assembly, it is the capabilities of our welders that make our products different from our 
competitors.

Among the pharmaceutical carpentry elements, we can manufacture:

Frames | Drum heating cabinets | Isolators | Pipes | Mixers  | White rooms, bins and components for the pharmaceutical production line.

MORE INFO ONLINE
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Food
Metal carpentry for the food industry is an activity that we established thanks to the high-level expertise of our staff of engineers, welders, and skilled workers.

Starting from the technical design, going from laser cutting, to folding, to welding entrusted to skilled hands, stainless steel is processed and moulded and 
polished to create new structures that will become special, completely customized, and unique machinery.

The stainless-steel production for the food industry ranges in many types of machinery and components, constantly updated:

Frames | stairs | washing-rows | masks | metal structures shelves | tanks | scrap collection | flooring | pliers | trolleys | components for pasta machinery.

MORE INFO ONLINE
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Company
IACOMELLI was founded in 1958 as a metalworking company specializing in the processing of stainless steel and aluminium.

The continuous search for innovation and the attention to new technologies, combined with decades of experience, are our strongest point, giving us the 
opportunity to develop a wide range of custom products for different industrial sectors: 

Shipbuilding | Pharmaceutical | Food | Architectural

Various departments working together, where each person, contributes with his/her specific skill is the most important factor the success of the project.

This is IACOMELLI.

MORE INFO ONLINE
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Spaces and production
The main structure of the company is spread over an area of 6000 sqm which include offices, warehousing, and the manufacturing plant.

The manufacturing takes place thanks to the use of high-tech and high-performance machines, used with great care and expertise.   

MORE INFO ONLINE
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Typical processes
Laser cutting | water jet cut | shears | bending | Welding banks with Mig/Tig machines | Touring Profile Curve | 3 roller grille | vehicles of varying size | column 
drills | lifts | manual lathes | manual cutter

The main structure of the company is spread over an area of 6000 sqm which include offices, warehousing, and the manufacturing plant.

The manufacturing takes place thanks to the use of high-tech and high-performance machines, used with great care and expertise.

The finishing and surface treatments are carried out with the help of special machinery:
Micro-pallets with ceramic spheres | Decapage tank | Mirror polishing and satin polishing with mechanical brushes in an isolated and protected environment.

MORE INFO ONLINE









scan this

Iacomelli srl
Via Giuseppe Mazzini, 16
51010 Massa e Cozzile 
PT - Italy

+39 (0)39 0572 911868
info@iacomelli.com
www.iacomelli.com
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